CECILIA VILCA OCHARAN
/ ADDRESS / Av. Rinconada del Lago, 565, Urb. Rinconada del Lago, La Molina, Lima, Peru
/ Phone / (+51) 950 516227 / E-mail / cecivilca@gmail.com
/ www.ceciliavilca.com /

Peruvian transartist, feminist chola techno-witch and language activist
M.A. Digital Arts, Universitat PompeuFabra, Barcelona, Spain. Graphic Design Degree from School of
Design Toulouse-Lautrec, Lima, Peru. Grant awarded in GIS and Atlas Design at Faculty of GeoInformation Science and Earth Observation (ITC) - University of Twente, The Netherlands. Founding
member of creative and digital heritage division, MyAP - Microscopia Electrónica y Aplicaciones en el
Perú. Her artistic work is made with technology in concept and realization exploring its relationship with
gender, society, and nature. From a decolonizing vision it develops in the borders of art and science,
connecting ancient technologies with the new ones. Her main goal and poetic are to encourage
reflection through revelation using technology. Six Art Residency Programs: Mexico, Bolivia, and Brazil.
Independent International Program Committee of ISEA2020 Member. Journal of Science and Technology
of the Arts Reviewer. She has exhibited organized exhibitions and lectured in Peru, Mexico, Bolivia,
Argentina, Spain, Cuba, Chile, Norway, Colombia, Brazil, South Africa, Australia, Greece, Ireland, Portugal,
Austria and USA.

/ GRANTS & AWARDS & RESIDENCES /
<2020> Short listed Biofriction: Open Call, Hangar, Barcelona, Spain
Selected for Congresso Internacional de Arte, Ciência e Tecnologia-6º Seminário de Artes Digitais
(2020/2021) by Laboratório de PoéticasFronteiriças, Circuito Liberdade, Belo Horizonte, Brazil
Selected for Global Community Bio Summit 4.0. MIT Media Lab, Cambridge, USA
Selected for RELACIONES ENTRE: Encuentro de Arte, Ecología e Interdisciplinariedad que se
desarrollará entre el 19 de octubre y 13 de noviembre, Lima, Peru
Member of Independent International Program Committee of ISEA2020: WHY SENTIENCE?, 26th
International Symposium on Electronic Art, Montreal, Canada

<2019> Honorable Mention I edition of CoMciência Ocupação em Arte, Ciência e Tecnología, Koshi Kené
project, MM Gerdau - Museu das Minas e do Metal, Belo Horizonte, Minas Gerais, Brazil
Honorable Mention I edition of CoMciência Ocupação em Arte, Ciência e Tecnología, Huaca-Cupim
project, MM Gerdau - Museu das Minas e do Metal, Belo Horizonte, Minas Gerais, Brazil
Journal of Science and Technology of the Arts Reviewer, CITAR - Centro de Investigação em
Ciência e Tecnologia das Artes, Escola das Artes, Centro Regional do Porto da Universidade
Católica Portuguesa, Porto, Portugal
<July 5-16> Cerrado Ecoarte Residência Artística, Jardim Botânico de Brasília, Brasilia, Brazil
<2017> <October 23-November 23> OCA: I International Artistic Residence Experiences and city in Latin
America organized by Cultural Diffusion Directorate (DDC) of Extension Deanship of the University
of Brasilia (DEX / UnB), Organization of Ibero-American States for Education, Science and Culture
(OEI) and Social Service of Commerce (Sesc / DF), House of Culture of Latin America (CAL), BrasiliaDF, Brazil
<2016> <October 9-23> Laboratorio Iberoamericano de Innovación Ciudadana/Colombia(LabiCCo), Gente:
una fuente tipográfica digital para la comunidad Wounaan, Cartagena, Colombia
<July 10-16> CONTRALAB:Reboot Residency, Nuvem-Estação Rural de Arte e Tecnologia, Visconde
de Mauá, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
<January 4-February 29> International Artist Residency Program Despina, Largo das Artes,
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
<2014>

<November> Artist Residency ACA Arte Contemporáneo, Colima, Mexico
<April> Artist Residency Sorojchi Tambo, Fundación Cinenómada para las Artes, La Paz, Bolivia.

<2008> Best Atlas Design, Esri International User Conference
<2005> Grant awarded in Spatial analysis, processing and visualization of geographic information (GIS)
and Atlas Design, granted by Netherlands organization for international cooperation in higher
education (NUFFIC), Faculty of Geo-Information Science and Earth Observation (ITC) - University
of Twente, The Netherlands
<1995> Honor mention Photo Contest “El Árbol”, Day of the Earth, Institute of photographic Art (IAF)
United Nations (ONU) and Institute for the Study of Ecological Feasibility (IDEFE), Lima, Peru

/ EXHIBITIONS & FESTIVALS & CONGRESSES /
<2020> <October 22-November 19> RELACIONES ENTRE: Encuentro de Arte, Ecología e Interdisciplinariedad, organized by Colectivo FIBRA with the support of Museo de Arte Contemporáneo de Lima
and Fundación Telefónica Movistar, Lima, Peru
<October 13-18> ISEA2020: WHY SENTIENCE?, 26th International Symposium on Electronic Art,
Montreal, Canada
<October 9-11> Global Community Bio Summit 4.0. MIT Media Lab, Cambridge, USA
<October 5> Habitat-Alasita, Intermissão: Produção em tempos de isolaciones, exhibiton curated by
Leticia Braga and Ludmylla Barbosa is part of the extension project "Ações em Arte nos tempos do
Covid-19" of the Universidade de Brasília (UnB), Brasilia, Brazil

<June 15> Opening process, Intermissão: Produção em tempos de isolaciones, exhibiton curated by
Leticia Braga and Ludmylla Barbosa is part of the extension project "Ações em Arte nos tempos do
Covid-19" of the Universidade de Brasília (UnB), Brasilia, Brazil
<2019> <November 23> O lugar onde os seres (humanos) atravessam edificios, Abertura N. 4 As coisas
que são ditas antes, Casa Baka, Porto Alegre, Brazil
<October 11-13> Huaca-Cupim, Bio Summit 2018 Exhibition, MIT Media Lab, Cambridge,
Massachusetts, USA
<July 16> Huaca-Cupim, Closing Exhibition Cerrado Ecoarte Residência Artística, Jardim Botânico de
Brasília, Brasilia, Brazil
<April 23-May 7> Future Relics, Panorama Exhibition, 5º Seminário de Artes Digitais (SAD),
"Projeções e Memória da Arte", organized by LABFRONT, Laboratório de Poéticas
Fronteiriças- UEMG, Centro Cultural Escola de Design (UEMG), Belo Horizonte, Brazil
<2018> <November 9> ENCAJA/INSERT: S vs. L interactive digital performance with Lorena Lo Peña,
BioCuerposPerfor|m|ados. Casa VIVA (TTT2018 - Art &Science), CDMX, Mexico
<October 26-28> Future Relics, Bio Summit 2018 Exhibition, MIT Media Lab, Cambridge,
Massachusetts, USA
<August 8> ENCAJA/INSERT: S vs. L interactive digital performance with Lorena Peña,
SACHAPUYU Contemporary Art Festival, Dirección Desconcentrada de Cultura de Amazonas
(DDC- Amazonas), Chachapoyas, Peru
<June 28> Southern Identities Laboratory, Exhibition “Artists in Labs”, Ushaka Conference
Venue, ISEA2018 - 24th International Symposium on Electronic Art, Durban, South Africa.
<June 14> ENCAJA/INSERT: S vs. L interactive digital performance with Lorena Peña, Faculty of
Performing Arts of thePontificia Universidad Católica del Perú, Lima, Peru.
< April 27> ENCAJA/INSERT: S vs. L interactive digital performance with Lorena Peña, A mover el
Cubil - Acciones Escénicas 5, CUBIL: Espacio cultural efímero, Lima, Peru.
<April 7> ENCAJA/INSERT: S vs. L interactive digital performance with Lorena Peña,
LaMarEnCoche Multiespacio, Jujuy, Argentina.
<April 6> ENCAJA/INSERT: S vs. L, interactive digital performance with Lorena Peña, La Colorida
Espacio Cultural, Tucuman, Argentina.
<March 31> ENCAJA/INSERT: S vs. L, interactive digital performance with Lorena Peña, Fuera
de Foco/Espacio de Arte, Tucuman, Argentina.
<January 27> Caminho dos desejos, telepresential performance with Gustavo Silvamaral
(Brazil), deCurators, Brasilia, Brazil. This performance was showed simultaneously as part of
the event CUERPOS DIGITALES PARA LA ACCIÓN (Digital Bodies for Action - Technological
Decolonization Performances), elgalpon.espacio, Lima, Perú
<January 27> ENCAJA/INSERT: S vs. L, interactive digital performance with Lorena Peña, CUERPOS
DIGITALES PARA LA ACCIÓN(Digital Bodies for Action-Technological
Decolonization
Performances), elgalpon.espacio, Lima, Peru
<2017> <November 23> O lugar onde os seres (humanos) atravessam edifícios, Anarquia Reticular:
experiências e cidade na América Latina, collective exhibition, Espaço Piloto Gallery- IdA /UnB,
Brasilia-DF, Brazil

<November 21> O lugar onde os seres (humanos) atravessam edifícios, Open artists' studios,
OCA: I International ArtisticResidence "Experiences and city in LatinAmerica", House of Culture of
Latin America, Unb/CAL, Brasilia- DF, Brazil
<September 7> ENCAJA/INSERT: S vs. L, interactive digital performance with Lorena Peña,
HACER arte contemporáneo, elgalpon.espacio, Lima, Peru
<2016> <September 22> Equinox to Equinox, World-wide meeting of art-action, Bbyond Belfast, Irlanda /
elgalpon.espacio, Lima, Peru
<July 29-30> HYBRIS_Latinoamerica: memoria audiovisual política, Performeada.04: Panóptico /
Tecnologías de la vigilancia, elgalpon.espacio, Lima, Peru
<June 3-17> Microverso, Art/scienceexhibition, Universidad de Ciencias Aplicadas (UPC), Campus
Villa, Lima, Peru.
<May 27-June1> Microverso,Art/scienceexhibition,Universidad de Ciencias Aplicadas (UPC),
Campus San Isidro, Lima, Peru
<May 20-25> Microverso,Art/scienceexhibition, Universidad de Ciencias Aplicadas (UPC), Campus
Monterrico, Lima, Peru
<February 25> Future Relics, SAARA NIGHTS, collective exhibition of International Program of
Artistic ResidenceDespina-Largo das Artes, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
<2015> <November 14> ENCAJA/INSERT: S vs. L, interactive digital performance with Lorena Peña,
{ ESPACIO& PRESENCIA I: Ciclo de Performances}, Proyecto AMIL, Lima, Peru
<October 15-18> ENCAJA/INSERT: S vs. L, interactive digital performance with Lorena Peña, ELTI Encuentro Latinoamericano de Teatro Independiente: Borrando fronteras, Buenos Aires, Argentina
<July10> ENCAJA/INSERT: S vs. L, interactive digital performance with Lorena Peña, Encuentro
VII: Festival internacional de performance, Lima, Peru
<June13> PAR. REMOTE VERSION, digital telepresence performance, showed simultaneously at
Centro Cultural de España en Lima, Lima, Peru and Arteriet Gallery, Kristiansand, Norway
<2014> <November> Biocartographies, Hall of Galería de Casa de la Cultura, Colima, Mexico
<September1-5> The Chimu Offerings, integration of applied science and new media,
V Congreso Latinoamericano de Restauración de Metales, Lima, Peru
<August 19-24> Panopticon, interactiv installation, Festival de Arte Digital// MOD, Monitor
Digital, Laboratorio de Artes Variedades (LARVA), Guadalajara, Mexico
<April29-30> PAR. REMOTE VERSION, digital telepresence performance, showed simultaneously in
Centro Cultural de España en La Paz, Bolivia and ACA Arte Contemporáneo, Colima, Mexico
<2013> <December13> Panopticon, interactive installation, Ex Teresa Arte Actual, Mexico City, Mexico
<November 16-17> Las mascaras, interactive installation, Festival Lima Comics, Museo de Arte
Contemporáneo - MAC, Lima, Peru
<June 28-July19> sirenaEstéreo, interactive installation, Géneros collective exhibition, ACA Arte
Contemporáneo, Colima, Mexico

<2012> <March 7> Lexias exhibition, Audiovisual Room of Museo de Arte Contemporáneo Jorge Chávez
Carrillo, Colima, Mexico
<2011> <November 30-December 14> Lexias exhibition, Pinacoteca Universitaria, Colima, Mexico
<October 4-December2> Lexias exhibition, Centro Fundación Telefónica, Lima, Peru
<2010> <February 4> Artistic interventions in the public space of the Campus Comunicació-Poblenou,
Universitat Pompeu Fabra (UPF), Barcelona, Spain
<2007-2008> Featured artist, The BrookerStudio, Australia
<1995> <April> El Árbol, Photography collective exhibition, John Harriman Gallery - Asociación Cultural
Peruano Británica, Lima, Peru

/ SOLO EXHIBITIONS /
<September19 -October3, 2008 > NatuREALEZA I, LDF Gallery, Buenos Aires, Argentina

/ CURATORY & ORGANIZATION & PRODUCTION /
<2018> <January 27> CUERPOS DIGITALES PARA LA ACCIÓN (Digital Bodies for Action - Technological
Decolonization Performances), exhibition, elgalpon.espacio, Lima, Peru
<2017> <August 19> I Festival de Laboratorios Experimentales, organization and production, El Paradero
Cultural, Lima, Peru
<2016> <December9-14>Organization and Production of ForumMETABODY LIMA-IMF 2016, CUERPOS
ABIERTOS Y ESTRATEGIAS DE ONTOHACKING. Venues: Centro Cultural España en Lima, Museo de
Arte Contemporáneo - Lima and elgalpón.espacio Asociación Cultural, Lima, Peru
<June3-17> Microverso, art/science exhibition curator, Universidad de Ciencias Aplicadas
(UPC), Campus Villa, Lima, Peru
<May 27-June 1> Microverso, art/science exhibition curator, Universidad de Ciencias Aplicadas
(UPC), Campus San Isidro, Lima, Peru
<May 20-25> Microverso, art/science exhibition curator, Universidad de Ciencias Aplicadas (UPC),
Campus Monterrico, Lima, Peru
<2012> <March7> Lexias, exhibition curator, Museo de Arte Contemporáneo Jorge Audiovisual Room
Chávez Carrillo, Colima, Mexico
<2011> <November 30-December 14> Lexias, exhibition curator, Pinacoteca Universitaria, Colima, Mexico
<October4-December 2> Lexias, exhibition curator, Centro Fundación Telefónica, Lima, Peru
<2007> <September> 9thInter-American Congress of Electron Microscopy-CIASEM 2007, organization
and production, Cusco, Peru

/ TALKS /
<2020> <November 27> Forensic love and Visceral Data: Bio-antidote for romantic love, Cecilia Vilca and
Lorena Lo Peña, "Taboo - Transgression - Transcendence in Art &Science” (TTT2020 - Art &Science),
26-28 November, University of Applied Arts Vienna/Online, Austria
<November 20> Conversa ritualizada with Rodrigo D'Alcântara, Guava Gallery, Brazil
<July 3> Open Lab: El Arte desde la Tecnología, FAB LAB UNI, Lima Peru
<2019> <November 25>Poéticas rebeldes del cuerpo y la voz: Mujeres en las artes contemporáneas, “UMA,
cabezas voladoras, Encuentro de mujeres creadoras”, Lima, Peru
<September 12> Cuerpos transmutables: performance, micropolíticas y tecnologia, Experiencias de
la carne, elgalpon.espacio, Lima, Peru
<June 6> Future Relics: Samples of faith, examples of an epistemological rebellion, 21st
International Consciousness Reframed Conference, Universidade Católica Portuguesa, Porto,
Portugal
<June 1> Southern Identities Laboratory: Caminhos dos desejos between art, science and
technology, invited speaker FEMeeting 2019 - Women in Art, Science and Technology, Vila Nova de
Milfontes, Lisboa and Porto, Portugal
<10 mayo> Future Relics: Samples of faith, 2nd International Conference on Digital Culture &Audio
Visual Challenges - DCAC 2019, Interdisciplinary Creativity in Arts and Technology, Department of
Audio & Visual Arts, Ionian University, Corfu, Greece
<April 25> HYBRIS_Latinoamerica: political audiovisual memory, 5º Seminário de Artes Digitais
(SAD), "Projeções e Memória da Arte", organized by LABFRONT, Laboratório de Poéticas
Fronteiriças-UEMG, Instituto Cultural Banco de Desenvolvimento de Minas Gerais- BDMG Cultural,
Belo Horizonte, Brazil
<2018>

<November 11> ENCAJA/INSERT: S vs. L ¿Cómo decolonizar cuerpos jugando?, Cecilia Vilca and
Lorena Peña, "Taboo-Transgression-Transcendence in Art &Science” (TTT2018), Universidad
Nacional Autónoma de México (UNAM) y Centro de Cultura Digital (CCD), CDMX, Mexico
<June 27> Southern Identities Laboratory, Panel discussion: Hybridisation and purity, Durban
University of Technology’s Faculty of Arts and Design, ISEA2018-24th International Symposium on
Electronic Art, Durban, South Africa
<June 14> ENCAJA/INSERT: S vs. L, CUERPOS TRANSMUTABLES: Performance, micropolíticas y
tecnología. Cecilia Vilca & Lorena Lo Peña, Conferencia Performática: Danza, Cuerpo y Tecnología,
Faculty of Performing Arts of the Pontificia Universidad Católica del Perú, Lima, Peru
<April 6> ENCAJA/INSERT: S vs. L, CUERPOS TRANSMUTABLES: Performance, micropolíticas y
tecnología, Cecilia Vilca & Lorena Lo Peña, Sala Paul Groussac, coordinated by Investigation on
Performing Performing Arts project, Faculty of Arts of the UNT in agreement with Pontificia
Universidad Católica del Perú with the auspice of the Tati Foundation, Tucuma, Argentina

<2017> <September 27> The Chimu Offerings: Integration of Applied Science and New Media in the
Preservation and Dissemination of Prehispanic Heritage, Cecilia Vilca, Luis Enrique Castillo, PhD.
Gladys Ocharan Velásquez and Marco Sarmento, IV Interamerican Congress of Microscopy - CIASEM
2017, September 25 - 29, Varadero, Cuba

<August 19> Koshi Kené: Documentary Part presented with Olga Mori and Olinda Silvano artisan
mothers from Cantagallo migrant community Shipibo-Conibo, I Festival de Laboratorios
Experimentales, El Paradero Cultural, Lima, Peru
<June> ENCAJA/INSERT: S vs. L ¿Cómo decolonizar cuerpos jugando?, I Congreso Internacional Arte
y Políticas de Identidad: Visualidad, narrativas migratorias, transnacionalidad y género en el arte
contemporáneo, Facultad de Bellas Artes-Universidad de Murcia, Murcia, Spain
<2016> <November 28> Kené generativo, selva expandida de espacio y tiempo: socialización digital de
técnicas y diseños ancestrales en la memoria migrante, Cecilia Vilca and Rodolfo Arrascue, Tercer
Congreso Internacional: El Patrimonio Cultural y las Nuevas Tecnologías, Ciudad de Mexico, Mexico
<October 6> ENCAJA/INSERT: S vs. L ¿Cómo decolonizar cuerpos jugando?, Cecilia Vilca & Lorena
Peña, I Encuentro Internacional de Investigación en Artes Escénicas, Auditorio de Humanidades,
Pontificia Universidad Católica del Perú (PUCP), Lima, Peru
<July19> HYBRIS_Latinoamerica: memoria audiovisual política, Laboratory Open, Largo Das artesDespina, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
<June 25> ENCAJA/INSERT: S vs. L ¿Cómo decolonizar cuerpos jugando?, Cecilia Vilca & Lorena
Peña, II CONGRESO DE ARTE EDUCACIÓN - Alfabetización y mediación en artes como estrategia
formativa, Auditorio de la Facultad de Arte y Diseño, Pontificia Universidad Católica del Perú (PUCP),
Lima, Peru
<June17> Microverso: ¿Es una diatomea la Capilla Sixtina?, Cecilia Vilca & PhD Gladys Ocharan,
Universidad de Ciencias Aplicadas (UPC)-Campus Villa, Lima, Peru
<May 20> Microverso: ¿Es una diatomea la Capilla Sixtina?, Cecilia Vilca & PhD Gladys Ocharan,
Universidad de Ciencias Aplicadas (UPC)-Campus Monterrico, Lima, Peru
<January 18> Banquete Antropofágico, Mediation of debate with FelippeMoraes, Alexandre Sá and
Rosana Sancin, Universidade do Estado do Rio de Janeiro - UERJ, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
<2015> <November25> ENCAJA/INSERT: S vs. L ¿Cómo decolonizar cuerpos jugando?, Cecilia Vilca & Lorena
Peña, METABODY CHILE: ¿Decolonizando cuerpos?, International Forum Metabody-IMF 2015,
International Festival INTERFACE 4.0 Arte, Cuerpo, Ciencia y Tecnología, Santiago de Chile, Chile
<October16> Los metales como fuente de información: La reconstrucción virtual, Cecilia Vilca &
Luis Enrique Castillo Narrea, II Congreso Internacional: El Patrimonio Cultural y las Nuevas
Tecnologías, Ciudad de Mexico, Mexico
<October2>The Chimu Offerings: Integration of Applied Science and New Media in the Preservation
and Dissemination of Pre hispanic Heritage, Cecilia Vilca, Luis Enrique Castillo, PhD. Gladys Ocharan
Velásquez and Marco Sarmento, Digital Heritage 2015 - International Congress, Granada, Spain

<August 27> Los metales como fuente de información: La reconstrucción virtual, Cecilia Vilca & Luis
Enrique Castillo, Jornadas de Conservación y Restauración, Patrimonio Cultural-Municipalidad de
Lima, Lima, Peru
<June23> Microscopía Electrónica, arte digital y patrimonio, 16 Congreso Científico Internacional
CNIC´2015, La Habana, Cuba
<2014> <November27>Biocartografías: ciencia aplicada y arte,CFP Instituto de Ciencias Forenses y Periciales
del Estado de Puebla, Puebla, Mexico
<November19>Arte digital: La tecnología como técnica y contenido, Facultad de Arte de la
Universidad de Colima, Colima, Mexico

<October 29>Arte digital: La tecnología como técnica y contenido, Facultad de Arte de la
Universidad autónoma de Baja California, Mexico
<September 5> Digital/electronic art techniques applied to cultural heritage. Case studies:
Interactive installation of assembled figure anthropomorphic and video mapping of akillas, V Latin
American Congress of Metal Restoration, Lima, Peru
<2011> <November3> Narraciones videográficas y objetos informáticos de no contemplación, Centro
Fundación Telefónica de Lima, Lima, Peru

/ TEACHING /
<2018> <December 11-12> El video en las artes digitales, apropiación y no linealidad , II MUTA
Audiovisual Appropriation International Festival, Espacio Fundación Telefónica, Lima, Peru
<June 25-28> Southern Identities Laboratory, Durban University of Technology’s Faculty of Arts and
Design, ISEA2018 - 24th International Symposium on Electronic Art, Durban, South Africa
<June 13> Contemporary art, science and technology special class for the course Art of
Performance, Semester 2018-1. Guest professor, Faculty of Performing Arts Pontificia
Universidad Católica del Perú, Lima, Peru
<April 2-5> Cuerpos Transmutables: performance, micropolíticas y tecnología Seminar, La Colorida
Espacio Cultural, Tucuman, Argentina
<2017> < November 17> “Corpo-Espaço: a fuga da linha e do ponto, o subjétil”, guest professor of Design 2
course, Visual Artsbachelor's degree, Institute of Arts of the University of Brasilia- IdA / VIS / UnB,
Darcy Ribeiro University Campus, Brasilia, Brazil
< 2006 > Art and Creativity applied to Literacy, Literacy Diploma, SedesSapientae University, Lima, Peru
Applied Arts and Creativity for school education, Education Faculty, SedesSapientae University,
Lima, Peru
< 1999 -2009> Application of digital tools for artistic projects, Lima, Peru

/ ARTICLES & PUBLICATIONS /
<2020> Los virus magos y la tecno-salvación, Boletín Di-Gestión, Universidad Nacional de ColombiaManizales, Manizales, Colombia
<2019> HYBRIS_Latinoamerica: political audiovisual memory, 5º Seminário de Artes Digitais (SAD),
"Projeções e Memória da Arte", LABFRONT, Laboratório de Poéticas Fronteiriças- UEMG, Instituto
Cultural Banco de Desenvolvimento de Minas Gerais- BDMG Cultural, Belo Horizonte, Brazil
<2017>

ENCAJA/INSERT: S vs. L ¿Cómo decolonizar cuerposjugando?, Cecilia Vilca and Lorena Lo Peña,
Research Group Art and Politics of Identity, Universidad de Murcia, Murcia, Spain

<2015> Los metales como fuente de información: La reconstrucción virtual, Cecilia Vilca & Luis Enrique
Castillo, Patrimonio Cultural-Municipalidad de Lima, Lima, Peru
The Chimu Offerings: Integration of Applied Science and New Media in the Preservation and
Dissemination of Prehispanic Heritage, Cecilia Vilca, Luis Enrique Castillo, Dra. Gladys Ocharan
Velásquez and Marco Sarmento, DH2015, Granada, Spain

/ PRESS /
<2017> <October/ November>Principio vegetal, Elisa Arca, Ansible MagazineNº 5, Lima, Peru
< April 15>Arte y sonido conectado, Umbrales Tvperú, Lima, Peru
<2015> <December 14> Artes escénicas y tecnología, Interview to Cecilia Vilca- Artista Digital, LA ESCENciA Revista Digital de Artes Escénicas, Cochabamba, Bolivia, No. 10 - Year 3
<September 3> Tecnología en los procesos del arte, Umbrales Tvperú, Lima, Peru
<2014> <August>¿Cómo intervendrías el LARVA? Interview to Cecilia Vilca & Heliodoro Santos, Festival de
Arte Digital // MOD, Monitor Digital, Guadalajara, Mexico
<May 7> El cuerpo: una, dos y mil veces by Mary Carmen Molina E., Journal La Razón, La Paz,
Bolivia
<2013> <December> El mundo entero es un Big Brother, interview by Alejandro González Mendoza, Artes
visuales, Agencia N22, Canal 22, Mexico
<2007> <August/September> Drawing parallels, Women in the media, a lot more than chick chat, by
Joanne Brooker, The Walkley Magazine, Inside the Australian Media, Australia

/ EDUCATION /
<2011-2012> Master in Programming, Escola d'Informàtica i Oficis, Barcelona, Spain
<2009-2010> Master’s Degree in Digital Arts from the Universitat Pompeu Fabra, Barcelona, Spain
<2005> Analysis, processing and visualization of geographic information (GIS) and Atlas Design. Faculty of
Geo-Information Science and Earth Observation (ITC) - University of Twente, Enschede, The Netherlands
<1998> Thesis of Graphic Design Degree from School of Design Toulouse-Lautrec, Lima, Peru
<1992-1996> Graphic Design School of Design Toulouse-Lautrec, Lima, Peru
<1992> Oil painting, Escuela Nacional de Bellas Artes, Lima, Peru
<1989-1992> Economics, Facultyof Social Sciences, Pontificia Universidad Católica del Perú, Lima,Peru

/ COMPLEMENTARY STUDIES /
<2020> <October 17> Queer and biophilic approach of the cutaneous microbiome, Nathalie Dubois
Calero, ISEA2020: WHY SENTIENCE?, 26th International Symposium on Electronic Art, Montreal,
Canada

<October 11> Open Yeast Collection, Scott Pownal, President, Open Science Network Society,
Global Community Bio Summit 4.0. MIT Media Lab, Cambridge, USA
<October 11> Supermind Design for Community Bio Governance, Tom Malone & David Kong,
MIT Media Lab, Global Community Bio Summit 4.0. MIT Media Lab, Cambridge, USA

<October 9> Metafluidics: An Open Repository for Microfluidics by Janice Tjan, Joseph Morales,
Susan Su, Aneesh Batra, Lizi Maziashvili (MIT Media Lab), Global Community Bio Summit 4.0. MIT
Media Lab, Cambridge, USA
<September 3> Automation of routine SEM and EDS analysis, Thermo Fisher Scientific webinar,
USA
<September 2> Field emission performance, desktop convenience, Thermo Fisher Scientific
webinar, USA
<September 1> The power of desktop scanning electron microscopy, Thermo Fisher Scientific
webinar, USA
<August 27> Image analysis and process automation with advanced software and Intro to Maps
Software with tiling and stitching, Thermo Fisher Scientific webinar, USA
<August 26> Practical applications for industry, Thermo Fisher Scientific webinar, USA
<August 25> Sample preparation for scanning electron microscopy. How do you get the best
results?, Thermo Fisher Scientific webinar, USA
<August 20> Elemental analysis with scanning electron microscopy (SEM), Thermo Fisher
Scientific webinar, USA
<August 19> Imaging and analysis of non-conductive samples, Thermo Fisher Scientific
webinar, USA
<August 18> Scanning electron microscopy…What is it? What can you do with it?, Thermo
Fisher Scientific webinar, USA
<May 28-June 18> Taller de biomateriales by Ana Laura Cantera, Buenos Aires, Argentina
<2019> <September 25-28> Biomateriales: cultivando alternativas workshop, Lucia Monge,
Fundación Telefónica, Lima, Peru

Espacio

<2018> <October 28> Biomuse Workshop, Abhay Koushik, 2018 Global Community Bio Summit, MIT
Media Lab, Cambridge, Massachusetts, USA
<October 28> BCI for interactive media art workshop, Brendan Lehman, 2018 Global Community Bio
Summit, MIT Media Lab, Cambridge, Massachusetts, USA
<October 28> Wearable fashion-tech and the industry workshop, Kitty Yeung, 2018 Global
Community Bio Summit, MIT Media Lab, Cambridge, Massachusetts, USA
<October 27-28> Biobits Part I and II Workshop with Ally Huang, 2018 Global Community Bio
Summit, MIT Media Lab, Cambridge, Massachusetts, USA
<October 27> Microbial Dyeing, Textile and Apparel Design Workshop with Biorealize, Orkan Tehlan,
2018 Global Community Bio Summit, MIT Media Lab, Cambridge, Massachusetts, USA
<October 26> Molecular Robotics Workshop (Chaired by Hugo. Invited speakers) Potentials of
Combining Artificial Intelligence and Biotechnology (Darlington Ahiale Akogo) 2018 Global
Community Bio Summit, MIT Media Lab, Cambridge, Massachusetts, USA
<2016>

<December 10-12> Workshop-Lab: Ontohackingby Jaime del Val, IMF 2016, elgalpón.espacio
Asociación Cultural, Lima, Peru

<February> “Brasil, identidad, cultura y mito” workshop, Felippe Moraes, Largo das Artes, Rio de
Janeiro, Brazil
<2015> <November 24-27> METABODY Workshop - IMF 2015, Jaime del Val (Spain), Santiago de Chile, Chile
<October 1> Memento Workshop, Tatjana Dzambazovay Valerio Rizzo, Digital Heritage 2015 International Congress, Granada, Spain
<September28> Developing a Mixed Reality Interactive Application for Cultural Heritage, Giovanni
Landi, Federico Fasce and Matteo Ventrella, Digital Heritage2015-International Congress, Granada,
Spain.
<April 15-May 6> Methods of artistic creation and design of projects, Ana da Cunha, Node Center
<January 14-February 4> New formats of documentation, archiving and preservation of digital arts,
Vanina Hofman, Node Center
<2014> <April 23-May 14> Art and Feminism, Valentina Montero, Node Center
<2013> <February-March> Curatorial Projects Management by independent curator Gabriela Germaná,
Museo de Arte Contemporáneo - Lima (MAC), Lima, Peru
<1998-2004> Painting, Charo Noriega artist, Lima, Peru

/ LANGUAGES /
Mother tongue: Spanish
Understand and read Portuguese
First Certificate English (FCE)

"The ideology of an art piece is not only in its paradigm but
on the device with which it is built." Jean Louis Comolli

SELECTED

_PROJECTS

CECILIA VILCA OCHARAN
Peruvian transartist, feminist chola techno-witch and language activist
My projects intertwine in an epistemological continuity, sometimes irreverent, where I could
speak from any point, use any medium. When I travel this is unleashed in chronicles. Let the
projects choose for themselves, or choose me. Open its process at any time. From the collective
to the rituality of the privat. Identity and habitat two concepts that intertwine. A home-loving
traveler believes that home expands and unleashes in the heart of all its cities. Micropolitics.
"The term transart is pertinent, insofar as trans is something that goes through and is not
fixed, it is a passing, a transit, a pure going (Jean Luc Nancy), and as art it carries out from the
ontological and the epistemological”. Polona Tratnik

www.ceciliavilca.com
cecivilca@gmail.com

ARTIST'S

STATEMENT
My artistic work is made with technology in concept and realization exploring its
relationship with gender, society, and nature. From a decolonizing vision it develops in the
borders of art and science, connecting ancient technologies with the new ones. I believe
that knowledge is a continuum, I am a transartist. A techno-witch.
Technology for me already has a speech, it means procedures and thus it speaks about identity. Any
device or machine has a need that generates them. My main goal is to encourage reflection through
revelation. I come from a family of scientists and I grew up surrounded by images of electron
microscopy. Since I was a child, I know that scientific instruments reveal through data. Things we do
not see at first glance, information, procedures, or places we cannot reach, the macrocosm,
microcosm. In this way it allows me to reveal a process, a behavior that society thinks, is natural. This
aspect of the technology is the most important for me and I have called it a poetic of revelation.
I have founded and I lead a creative division of MyAP, laboratory specialized in Scanning Electron
Microscopy, dedicated to developing projects in digital heritage and art/science. I have a deep
commitment to the cultural heritage of my country Peru. In that sense, my aim is to connect ancient
technologies with the new ones to reflect and protect identity of our peoples. I had the opportunity
to work side by side with living heritage communities. Two examples with this approach are Gente, a
keyboard and typography for the Wounaan community from Colombia and Koshi Kené, an art, living
heritage and environment project, a research to understand the ancestral art of the Peruvian
Amazon’s Shipibo-Conibo. In 2018, I turned all these experiences into "Southern Identities
Laboratory", an itinerant laboratory of epistemological decolonization that uses scientific tools and
methods for an artistic purpose.
Travel is a fundamental part of my process. This is how I have carried out artistic residencies that have
allowed me to develop projects that otherwise, would be empty proposals. I am interested in inter
and trans disciplinary projects with teams from different countries and professional background with
a special emphasis on performers artists and scientists. I believe that science has its own poetics and I
am used to working with the invisible: beliefs and microscopic organisms are.
In the technical aspect, I craft my projects with programming, DIY and low tech, scientific tools and I
mixed all these. This results in non-linear works, with modularity, uncertainty and automation. The art
piece is an object that does not exist as one, but as infinite versions without losing identity. I have had an
approach to the biotech community in my country and I participated in three consecutive years of Bio
Summit since 2018 held at MIT Media Lab, USA. In 2019 I have started projects using biomaterials
and in 2020 “Forensic Love and Visceral Data: Bio-antidote for romantic love” with performer artist
Lorena Lo Peña, that was has been shortlisted in the framework of Hangar Residency, Biofriction
Open Call.

FORENSIC LOVE
AND VISCERAL DATA
Bio-antidote for romantic love
(2020)

Cecilia Vilca & Lorena Peña

"A labyrinth of blue cells and acids,
A tower of words that never reaches heaven."
(J.E. Eielson)

We start from the hypothesis that romantic love is a disease, a linguistic virus, the malware that
constitutes one of the basic pillars of patriarchy, as a social technology. It is the beginning of all violence
that is inflicted on our body-booty. Diluted in songs, sayings and compliments is "gently" inoculated in us.
That is why in this art project we propose the urgent creation of a biomaterial, performative-ritualisticscientific-medical, an antidote to cure (us) of romantic love and stop, eradicate this chronic pandemic.
The raw material of the bio-antidote(s) will be our visceral data, which is obtained from the contrast and
verification of these romantic love sayings with some medical analysis techniques hacked into their
significance and interaction (dose/spell indication) with the participant-patient. Medical protocols will be
followed to identify and treat the disease: Diagnosis, Creation of antidote and finally Dosing, dividing the
ongoing project into three stages.
Our preliminary diagnosis is that the language being a virus enters the body from an initial point to expand
and affect the different organs. The power granted to these phrases makes them sentences of death. Each
saying acts on a specific organ, curses it. The bio-antidote is created from the data and matter of the "sick"
organ that is the one that has received and assimilated the curse of romantic love.
The project begins by analyzing these popular sayings, the internal programming of romantic love and its
physical effect on our emotional body. Phrases that not only refer to an "interior" and organs, but also use
mostly physical terms (death, killing) and even medical (breathing, palpitations). These are the symptoms
of the disease called "love”, but they are not just ours, they are the choral symptoms of our sick society.
As in every diagnostic start what we do is listening.

This group of “symptoms” (sayings) will establish the possible sequence of spread and severity levels of
the disease, as well as the possible medical techniques to collect and analyze the visceral data to create
the bio-antidote and its dosage in specific spells to combat each "saying-curse". Some of these techniques
will be less invasive (imaging tests and analysis) than others (tissue and cell extraction) and will mix
scientific-medical and ritualistic protocols. Making fiction with Western medicine, creating a body
performance narrative.
We contaminate each other the methodologies of science and belief to give a ritualistic dimension to a
heteronormative white western medical apparatus. We light the candle to all the saints, we call all the
specialists, we dance to all the gods. A DIY/DIWO/DIT epigenetics. We are the modest inoculated
witnesses of Donna Haraway and at the same time we enchant everything as Paul Preciado reflects. We
the zero patients, Lorena and Cecilia, offer our visceral data in-love: blood, feces, sweat, tears. What will
be the selected components? We do not know but as a starting point we have a corpse, a metaphorical
body full of other deaths and hopes. Ready to be read. A forensic love.
This project that was born with an air of predestination a couple of weeks before the COVID-19 pandemic
started. It has been shortlisted in the framework of Hangar Residency, Biofriction Open Call. The war
against the virus of romantic love has been declared in conference format at the TTT Taboo Transgression - Transcendence in Art &Science” (TTT2020 - Art &Science), 26-28 November, University of
Applied Arts Vienna/Online, Austria.

HABITAT-ALASITA (2020)
Alasitas are miniature figures that in Aymara tradition are used to make wishes. Habitat-Alasita is the
materialization of a desire, the materialization of my affections. It is an organism-house formed by a group
of pandemic-homes, of friends of mine and family that is modified in relation to the development of the
pandemic.
Incantation of the incomplete,
incantation of what I do not see or cannot see.
Instructions to find the heart of the house.
Ritualize the technique.
Photogrammetry to get Alicia out of the mirror.
Reverse engineering of the photographic image.
Micropolitics of a pandemic.
Pandemic home that oscillates between imprisoning me and protecting me. Coral reflection of what you
mean. Home can be the music, or a table turned into a family casino. This new place where you read the
world. Or where you sleep after creating divinities or finding the color yellow. Two sofas to watch TV with
your little big family. Or a room where you believe-create, produce, and dream. Kitchens full of laughter,
micheladas, some macerated chilcanos and the laughter of my godson, the best (ex) child in the world. Or
the coziest armchair in the neighborhood-more-neighborhood of the city-more-city.

I can hear the cicadas, I can travel. I still do not know what the heart of my house is. I confirm that all of it
is. From the collective to the rituality of the private and everyday life. Identity and habitat two concepts
that intertwine. A home-loving traveler believes that home expands and unleashes in the heart of all its
cities.
Habitat-Alasita was exhibited at Intermissão: Produção em tempos de isolaciones is part of the extension
project "Ações em Arte nos tempos do Covid-19" of the Universidade de Brasília (UnB), Brasilia, Brazil and
is co curated by Leticia Braga and Ludmylla Barbosa with curatorial guidance from the professor and PhD
Cinara Barbosa. Exhibition in virtual format that in 2021 will have its physical version in Brasilia.

HUACA-CUPIM (Cupim or not cupim)
Biological Archeology for Science Fiction (2019)
Ritualizing science, a microscopic pilgrimage takes place on the Krahô Indian Trail. Using a Foldscope, an
origami microscope, the pilgrim reinserts idolatries in the territory, she is the dream of her ancestors. The
longing walks establishing a relation of proximity with the divinity. The invisible to the eyes exists: ancient
technology, DNA of belief. The result is projected over termite (cupim) mound. A biological huaca. This
project plays with the idea of Western epistemological colonialism, which historically, and with all sorts of
arguments, reduced us to animals and where nature's role in shaping our identity was trivialized. So, we
ourselves decided to reduce us to insects, to make fiction with Brasilia´s red soil. We are these insects; we
leave our saliva to build the temple. This soil is red as our blood. Red, red. And hard.
This project was started in an artistic residence in the Botanical Garden of Brasilia, Brazil, where the
Cerrado biome, in risk of extinction, is studied and preserved. Self-named "Biological archeology of science
fiction", travels between these areas, inviting us to ask questions from ourselves. In the absence of written
history, it posits the idea that what has survived is us and that in our body have something that allows us
to act as triggers of ancestral knowledge stored in the Nature: a "DNA of belief".

Huacas are the pre-Hispanic adobe temples, typical of the cultures of the Peruvian coast. But also "Huaca"
is the Quechua term that refers to any place or object that is considered sacred, a mountain, a lagoon, a
tree. These ruins are in the middle of the cities, like termite mounds in Brasilia. Called the architects of
nature, termites help to slow the progress of desertification. The tunnels they create by digging the earth
help increase the permeability of the soil, which accumulates more water.
The project uses scientific methods and tools for artistic purposes. Affirms that there is a poetic in science
and ritualizes science as a way of exercising an epistemological rebellion. It uses DIY and citizen science
devices such as the Foldscope and DIY projector because these ways of creating technology with elements
that we can find in our daily life allow us to understand that technology is not something in the future, nor
something that only the so-called developed countries can create. Native people don´t have barriers
between science, art and nature; everyday life and creation; rituality and knowledge.
This project obtained Honorable Mention I edition of “CoMciência Ocupação em Arte, Ciência e
Tecnología”, MM Gerdau - Museu das Minas e do Metal, Belo Horizonte, Minas Gerais, Brazil. It has been
exhibited at Closing Exhibition Cerrado Ecoarte Residência Artística, Jardim Botânico de Brasília, Brasilia,
Brazil and Bio Summit 2019 Exhibition, MIT Media Lab, Cambridge, Massachusetts, USA.
https://vimeo.com/354918082

SOUTHERN IDENTITIES LABORATORY (2018)
What is the South? How to build an identity when the mere act of searching is already a political
act as the subject ceases to be an object of exotic study in order to defines itself?
This itinerant laboratory of epistemological decolonization uses scientific tools and methods for an artistic
purpose. It is based on the idea that some disciplines regarded as neutral are tinged with a Western halo
of tautological and epistemological construction. Technology understood not only as a device, but as a
process, is perceived as a bridge to ancestral knowledge that evades the autocracy of Western aesthetics
and narrative as it connects past and future.
Koshi Kené, project created under these premises and methodology, was used as a case study to explore
links with communities that safeguard ancestral knowledge. The idea is to link DIY and open source
technologies to techniques and / or processes found in different places. The itinerant laboratory model
enables the reflection and validation of the hypotheses that we formulate in the same field-territory of
action and simultaneously collecting information in the manner of contemporary chronicles.
Southern Identities Laboratory was part of Hybrid happenstances (Under 40 degrees) residency
programme organized by ATA (Alta Tecnología Andina/High Andean Technology) and selected for
ISEA2018 - 24th International Symposium on Electronic Art, held in Durban, South Africa, 23-30 June 2018.
This project had the support of Prince Claus Fund.

CAMINHO DOS DESEJOS
Telepresential ritual (2018)
Cecilia Vilca (Peru) & Gustavo Silvamaral (Brazil)

"Caminho dos desejos", "Path of desires" in Portuguese language, refers to those unplanned roads that
the inhabitants of Brasilia create and that with time and use end up becoming visible. This project is
derived from the project O LUGAR ONDE OS SERES (HUMANOS) ATRAVESSAM EDIFÍCIOS, developed
during OCA: I International Artistic Residence "Experiences and city in Latin America". These “caminhos”
are the routes registered with a god-drone in the city of Brasilia. These paths that someone marked are
traces of a walker, the Mexican artist Ismael Rodríguez. And now, they are now marked in another person,
in another distant place, in a remote action.
CAMINHO DOS DESEJOS is a deferred ceremonial act, a telepresential ritual to which we can only attend
via streaming. With this act, in the manner of a monumental Kené *, we unite two spaces, two places
geographically: Lima and Brasilia, through the Brazilian artist, and now shaman, Gustavo Silvamaral. A path
of desires among our cities.
... and if something I have to recover from the old stories is that the maps are drawn by those who, if
they do not walk, set sail. Ismael Rodríguez
Caminho dos desejos, telepresential ritual, was showed simultaneously at deCurators, Brasilia, Brazil and
at Lima as part of the event CUERPOS DIGITALES PARA LA ACCIÓN (Digital Bodies for Action-Technological
Decolonization Performances), elgalpon.espacio, Lima, Perú, January 27, 2018.
*KENÉ is the traditional design of the Shipibo-Conibo people from peruvian Amazonian jungle, is the system of
geometric patterns use on different supports

O LUGAR ONDE OS SERES (HUMANOS)
ATRAVESSAM EDIFÍCIOS
(2017)
Violent fireflies, fly low and sometimes shine.
Once again, a chronicler, always a chronicler.
I want (I will) be a bird over Brasilia,
And tell God to look at me, here I am.

IN THE PLACE WHERE THE (HUMAN) BEINGS CAN WALK THROUGH BUILDINGS´ WALLS is a walk in the
company of a Drone-god, a walk to exercise the super power NOT used of the inhabitants of Brasilia. Walk
maybe from an emblematic place like the first super block or from anywhere in this city that is ALL an
emblem.
The idea arises when I realized that the Google Map can´t draw a human distance, because it is wrong
with distances to not consider the super power of the citizens of Brasilia. Then the first architectural
dictatorship of Brasilia, which tries to condition its inhabitants, struggles with this other new and digital
imposition.
An epic walk in this frozen dream of the future, this pilot dream. The drone-God accompanied me in the
search of those few walkers and together we saw how they disappeared and reappeared. We trace these
invisible dream paths, "paths of desires" ("caminho dos desejos"). The action of the audiovisual record is
performative and applies a method of hypothesis validation. A determined time of the "walkers hunt" is
established and after this Ismael Rodríguez, Mexican performer and visual artist, makes his own journey,
using or not, this super power. At that moment he is persecuted by the god-drone.

To connect the public space with the people, who are finally the axis (not achieved) of this city, epicenterperson, I connected them with a place of exhibition after to the registration of the drone. In this, any
walker can re-activate the record of this video and accompany us, God and me, manifested through the
figure of this digital bird, which looks at us from its heights. The result is two video-installations. The
interactive piece through an application made for it and a sensor Kinect allows this person to control the
reproduction of the video with its walk. The other is participatory and invites to "pursue" by tracing now
with a physical trace, traces on the projection, the performative walk of Ismael.
A comparison of cities in a simple action. Brasilia: a city to be walked where you do not walk. Lima is a city
where you can´t really walk. Lima is a catuaba. And Brasilia is an immense Kené, where I trace and sing the
ritual, configuring that world basted with places and moments.
This project is the result of OCA: I International Artistic Residence "Experiences and city in Latin America"
organized by Cultural Diffusion Directorate (DDC) of Extension Deanship of the University of Brasilia (DEX /
UnB), Organization of Ibero-American States for Education, Science and Culture (OEI) and Social Service of
Commerce (Sesc / DF), House of Culture of Latin America (CAL), Brasilia-DF, Brazil. It was exhibited in
Anarquia Reticular, Galeria Espaço Piloto – IdA /UnB, y en Open artists' studios, House of Culture of Latin
America, both collective exhibitions in Brasilia-DF, Brazil, 2017. Abertura N. 4 As coisas que são ditas
antes, Casa Baka, Porto Alegre, Brazil, 2019.

KOSHI KENÉ: GENERATIVE JUNGLE (2016)
According to Shipibo-Konibo thinking, the designs made by women are a
materialization of the energy or positive force, called koshi, of plants called
rao. Koshi energy is not visible to the naked eye, but it can manifest itself
in visions of bright and colorful linear designs when people ingest rao
plants.(Gebhart-Sayer 1985: 145; Illius 1994: 194)

Koshi Kené is a project of art, science, living heritage and environment to make visible the impact of
climate change and the connections that exist between culture and environment in indigenous
communities. An investigation of the ancestral art of the Amazon Shipibo-Conibo. Koshi means “powerful
knowledge” and "Kené" means “design”. They are geometric patterns that are ritually accompanied in
their creation by the ceremonial songs Icarus. Both play a fundamental role of connection with the spirits
of nature and are one of the most representative artistic manifestations of the Peruvian Amazon.
Koshi Kené is a transdisciplinary project based on the deep understanding of this ancestral knowledge.
This wisdom materializes in a generative and performative piece and reflect ways of creating and seeing
Kené that are different from the traditional logic of Western art, because they escape the dictatorship of
aesthetics and linear narration, are sensorial, integrate man, community and space. Also, they are
collaborative creations and prefer processes to products, understanding that culture and identity come
from a greater whole that includes nature. The project connect territories, generations, past and future
and include a holistic vision of a social phenomenon: the struggle for the continuity of these traditions in a
migrant community, called Cantagallo that is located in Lima. Their way of understanding the world shows
us how a system affects the whole and its parts. This lung of the world that is the Amazon jungle that is a
living entity full of meanings that are embodied in its guardians: The Shipibo-Conibo.
Koshi Kené obtained an Honorable Mention I edition of “CoMciência Ocupação em Arte, Ciência e
Tecnología”, MM Gerdau - Museu das Minas e do Metal, Belo Horizonte, Minas Gerais, Brazil in 2019.
Selected for III Congreso Internacional: El Patrimonio Cultural y las Nuevas Tecnologías, Ciudad de
Mexico, Mexico, 2016.

HYBRIS_LATINOAMERICA
POLITICAL AUDIOVISUAL MEMORY
(2016)

Owen developed his own theory about the drunkenness of power suffered by some leaders and
baptizes this ailment as Hybris. According to Aeschylus, the gods envied the success of the humans
and sent the curse of Hybris to who was on the summit, driving him crazy. The Hybris is excess, it is
absolute pride, loss of the sense of reality.
The project aims to consolidate and / or construct an urgent audiovisual memory using the existing
material but dispersed on the internet, making it a vigilant policy tool to be used in decisive moments in
our countries against the disinformation and distraction generated by traditional media (TV, radio,
newspapers). These not only do not inform themselves but also create media circuses combined with the
culture of entertainment-garbage to keep the population dispersed, uninformed and therefore divided. It
then picks up the vigilant attitude of the population and encourages it by using existing resources such as
videos uploaded to the internet, everyday devices such as cell phones, projectors "Do It Yourself",
people's own body as a projection surface that converts them In exhibitors-performative. It is also an
archive tool, to reflect and preserve this volatile phenomenon of audiovisual denunciation in networks
consolidating it as memory. Creating a collection that accompanies the political changes in the countries
and also the vertiginous transformation of its own audiovisual technology.
HYBRIS_Latinoamerica: political audiovisual memory was chosen to be part of the CONTRALAB: Reboot
residency that took place from 10 to 16 of July in Nuvem Estação Rural de Arte e Tecnologia (Visconde de
Mauá, RJ, Brasil). The performance tool was also "freed" in the Performeada.04: Panopticon/Surveillance
Technologies. El Galpón Espacio, Lima, Peru, July 29 and 30, 2016. Selected for 5º Seminário de Artes
Digitais (SAD), "Projeções e Memória da Arte", organized by LABFRONT, Laboratório de Poéticas
Fronteiriças-UEMG, Instituto Cultural Banco de Desenvolvimento de Minas Gerais- BDMG Cultural, Belo
Horizonte, Brazil, 2019.

FUTURE RELICS: samples of faith (2016)
Currently, cities speak through available torrents of information; nevertheless, objects have always talked
to us. Through them archaeologists and scientists communicate with the past and show us other purposes
than only the utilitarian. They bring us closer to the rituality of objects. Relics are objects of faith, which
carry wishes. "It is a body part of a person, or all of it, revered by some reason or some object that is
worthy of veneration. Reliquiae from Latin means ‘what's left’". These "samples of faith" in the past also
travelled from one place to another.
Future Relics is a research about the power of objects as containers, where we add information and
subjective contents. Also, about data they already have which is mutable and is "contaminated" by their
environment, their chemical composition. It explores scientific methods and tools and combines them
with new media and archaeology. Future Relics is a confrontation of divinity and beliefs with the assumed
coldness of data that speaks from the physical. It is a clash with the future. It is research, travel, process.
They are souvenirs of faith.
Future Relics takes the methodology to the extreme to use science to “make” a relic, by relate electron
microscopy to divinity. The cities are living beings for me and Rio is a believer. I proposed to create these
"future relics", with a sort of reverse engineering, and send them to the future. In the manner of a future
archaeologist, I contrasted the belief with the composition of the object through electron microscopy
sending these samples to the laboratory in Lima. In that sense, samples turned in to relics and travelled as
they used to do in the past.
This project was selected to be developed during the artistic Despina Residency Programme, held in Rio de
Janeiro, Brazil. The result is the Set of Future Relics for OrixáOxossi, Brazilian deity, an installation that
travels between scientific exhibition apparatus, anthropological-spiritual process sample, catharsis and
line of production of religious objects. The installation is formed by two relics that are exhibited with the

process material. “RELIC 1” is a 3D print of electron microscopy images made with Photogrammetry,
“RELIC 2” developed software that turns chemical data into sound, a video Projection of electron
microscopy images in different increments of samples regarding materials representing Oxossi, taken
during the residence in Rio de Janeiro, exhibit next to real samples and finally a chronicle text written by
the writer/artist/believer. These together reveal the process and make a statement about its ritualistic
and scientific methods.
Future Relics has been exhibited at: SAARA NIGHTS, collective exhibition in Largo das Artes, Rio de Janeiro,
Brazil, 2016. Microverso art / science exhibition, Universidad Peruana de CienciasAplicadas (UPC), Lima,
Peru, 2016. Bio Summit 2018 Exhibition, MIT Media Lab, Cambridge, Massachusetts, USA.
PanoramaExhibition, 5º Seminário de Artes Digitais (SAD), Belo Horizonte, Brazil, 2019.Conferences:
“Future Relics: Samples of faith, examples of an epistemological rebellion”, 21st International
Consciousness Reframed Conference, UniversidadeCatólica Portuguesa, Oporto, Portugal and “Future
Relics: Samples of faith”, 2nd International Conference on Digital Culture & Audio Visual Challenges - DCAC
2019, Ionian University, Corfu, Grecia, both 2019.
https://vimeo.com/159085524

THE CHIMU OFFERINGS (2015)
Cecilia Vilca & Phd. Gladys Ocharan & Luis Enrique Castillo (Peru)
Marco Sarmento (Portugal)

Example of integration of disciplines and professionals that use different technologies as part of the
research process, recovery and revalorization of one of the major collections of metals of pre-Hispanic
heritage of Peru. It includes laboratory analysis of the vessels with Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)
and x-rays, and their analytical, iconographic, technological and symbolic study in order to understand the
society and the specialized work of the pre-Hispanic goldsmiths. To finally use new media to bring the
public these highly complex processes using tools and techniques of digital art such as video mapping,
video editing, 2D animation and 3D animation.
The Chimu Offerings has been selected for “V Congreso de Restauración de Metales”, September 1 - 5,
2014 and “Jornadas de Conservación y Restauración”, Patrimonio Cultural-Municipalidad de Lima, August
27, 2015, both were held in Lima, Peru. Also has been selected by “Digital Heritage 2015 - International
Congress”, Granada, Spain, September 28 - October 2 and “Segundo Congreso Internacional: El
Patrimonio Cultural y las Nuevas Tecnologías”, Mexico City, Mexico, October 12-16, both in 2015, and IV
Interamerican Congress of Microscopy - CIASEM 2017, Varadero, Cuba, September 25-29, 2017.
https://vimeo.com/128898541

ENCAJA/INSERT: S vs. L (2015-2019)
Interactive Digital Performance
Cecilia Vilca & Lorena Peña
The body of before or after, which one do you prefer?
Encaja/Insert: S vs. L (Fit/Insert: S vs. L) is a perverse and playful game that uses banal as bait to confront
us with a subject that we consider to be survivalissue: the aesthetic social mandate of the hegemonic and
commercialized image of the western woman. Colonization begins with the internal betrayal of our own
ideas, basic thoughts that we consider are natural or tacit, and which become cultural and social practices.
Ideas open the door to similar ideas. They open the door to the next colonization. The first one is not
finished and the new one is hooked on this one, retro feeding both. The territory to de (colonize) is the
body itself, but we do not refer to one, we are our bodies, this set of versions of ourselves that we inhabit.
Using recreational strategies of re-appropriation and syncretism we re-colonize our own body-territory by
playing. Our goal is to use technology to reveal these mechanisms and make them evident, through a
performative game in which the viewer is a player / participant invited to choose between versions of one
body: BEFORE or AFTER. Must try to snap the body of its choice with the real body of the performer. This
is a struggle-game between bodies trying to fit and to not. At the same time audio combines game
instructions, with some testimonials of the performer about eating disorders and her weight loss
operation, the gastric sleeve.

Humor, interactivity / participation of the public and performers are fundamental. We use the artifact
against the artifact itself. Ideas against ideas: Systems-strategies of (de) colonization. With the 'game'
interface we generate an extension of the body's sensory experience. It is not the same only to see than to
participate actively, to be part of an immersive, complete, playful and often disturbing experience. You are
not a spectator, you are a participant, and because of that the message explodes in your face and in your
body. We see this real subject, a flesh who is playing that invites and provokes another flesh. The
performer puts her body which being so hers, it represents us all, provoking empathy, identification and
revelation.
Today our bodies seem to be inhabited by other bodies, and these bodies try to fit into an aesthetic built by
the media and fashion. In this endeavor they develop pathological behaviors and introduce us to a vicious
circle which is regulated by external alien molds. These are unhealthy and most people do not fit and will
not fit and even don´t have to seek to fit into them… Encaja/Insert: S vs. L. GAME OVER.
Encaja/Insert: S vs. L has been exhibited at:“BioCuerposPerfor|m|ados”, Casa VIVA, CDMX, Mexico.
Sachapuyu Contemporary Art Festival, DDC - Amazonas, Chachapoyas, Peru. Performing Arts Faculty Pontificia Universidad Católica del Perú, Lima, Peru. A mover el Cubil - Acciones Escénicas 5, CUBIL:
Espacio cultural efímero, Lima, Peru. LaMarEnCoche Multiespacio, Jujuy, Argentina. La Colorida Espacio
Cultural, Tucuman, Argentina. Fuera de Foco / Espacio de Arte, Tucuman, Argentina. Cuerpos digitales
para la acción (Performances de decolonización tecnológica), elgalpon.espacio, Lima, Peru. HACER arte
contemporáneo, elgalpon.espacio, Lima, Peru. {Espacio & Presencia I: Ciclo de Performances}, Proyecto
AMIL, Lima, Peru. Menudas obras, ELTI - Encuentro Latinoamericano de Teatro Independiente: Borrando
fronteras, Buenos Aires, Argentina. Encuentro VII: Festival internacional de performance, Lima, Peru.

https://vimeo.com/146152507

PAR. VERSIÓN REMOTA (2014 -2015)
Cecilia Vilca (Peru) & Maque Pereyra (Bolivia)

PAR. REMOTE VERSION,created by the Peruvian digital artist Cecilia Vilca and the Bolivian choreographer
dancer Maque Pereyra, is a multidisciplinary art project that articulates contemporary dance,
performance, video mapping and telepresence to establish a real dialogue between dancer and spectator
in which the memory and personal evocation come to the surface and are interpreted through body
movement.
PAR. REMOTE VERSION has two axes; the performance and connection to a remote location in real time
where the same performance is taking place. The performance lasts for two hours, where ten participants
individually and private interact directly with the performer, with verbal questions and bodily responses.
Thus, with it an intimate fluid of bidimensional experiences is established where the participant is an
active subject.
From this pair, like the shock waves generated by a pebble dropped in water, this bipersonal experience
multiplies and spreads to other remote locations where another version of PAR will happen with same
concepts and technology. Simultaneously, the audience which is outside the intimate space of the
performance, both locations, can view via streaming the development of this experience and
know/imagine in the movements of the performer the participant responses.
This project has been presented in La Paz, Bolivia and also in Mexico connected via streaming in 2014. In
2015 in Lima at the Cultural Center of Spain in Lima, simultaneously at the gallery Arteriet in Kristiansand,
Norway. In both versions, the artists Cecilia Vilca and Maque Pereyra use the digital art and electronic
devices, not only to create a long-distance connection between artistic facts, but to encourage interactive
meeting of a body facing each other and the reflection on the territoriality of the bodies, on their ability to
reflect and project the "other".

BIOCARTOGRAPHIES ( 2014)
Cecilia Vilca (Peru) & Helio Santos (Mexico)

Hybrid generated from a city and its inhabitant. This project seeks to create a reflection on the symbiosis
city - residents, physical exchanges, chemical and information between both, which generate a third body,
its moves between the micro and the macro, the skin and the city, we called it: Biocartography. This
project understands the city as a living being constituted by information flows, whose starting point is a
sample of human skin which is analyzed with Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM). These resulting SEM
photomicrographs show that each skin is a biocartography itself, possessing information concerning their
environment. Therefore it rethinks the use of mass media, science and images as information.
Biocartographies is a reflection about the involvement of the environment on people and the burden of
information that each has and carries with it as part of their structure and behavior. This symbiosis is
mixture city and biological information that generates vivid and personal maps of a city and its inhabitants.
The present city is a living hybrid space, moves between the virtual and the physical, in which happen
actions that replace those for it was originally established. This symbiosis occurs at data sharing level and
this data is raw material of all that we are. The information required to build each individual (DNA) and
each city (cartography).This information interaction between the resident and environment-container
generates the third city or third space that is a hybrid of both, physical and virtual.

PANOPTICON (2013)
Cecilia Vilca (Peru)
Helio Santos (Mexico)

Interactive installation that uses images and videos from public security cameras placed in several cities
around the world and available online. The participant is situated in a sort of virtual tour or immersive
telepresence that involves a physical space, a kind of virtual reality constructed by these images that are
wickedly captivating and that invite you to watch. An immersive journey through surveillance cameras geo
referenced in the physical space of exhibition.
The Panopticon is the design of perfect prison where you can watch without being seen, but knowing that
you are being monitored, the same happens with contemporary cities, because we know that we are
watched but do not know who guards or exactly when we are being watched. Furthermore we never
know if the devices really work or if there is someone behind the lens.
This project provides a reflection on the presence - absence and relative distances of the cities and the
world, shortened by digital technologies and telematic communication, it also talks about how we
interact, and the nonlinearity of the physical-virtual current distances. The voyeurism, starring roles,
pseudo news, the correlation between surveillance and spectacle.

Is the other's gaze a prison? Or punishment is a prize for starring? What is the distance? How much of
ourselves can survive this constant surveillance? Is there such space free of "society of the look"? Can we
achieve this?
The symbolic removal of obstacles imposed by the city's colonial defects represents the renewed hope of
building a utopia, uncontaminated space where what we learned fades and the ideological control
apparatus that hangs over us stops to function. Survive that eye without eyelid that is called society. Turn
identity into a utopia.
Virtual tours, video-surveillance, tele-presence and the concept of real time are just some of the issues
related to the project. Panóptico was exhibit in ExTeresa Arte Actual, Instituto Nacional de Bellas Artes
(INBA), Ciudad de Mexico, Mexico at December 13, 2013 and in Digital Art Festival Monitor Digital (MOD),
Guadalajara, Mexico from 24 to 29 September, 2014.
https://vimeo.com/87141988

EL MIRÓN (The Voyeur, 2012)
Cecilia Vilca (Peru) & Helio Santos (Mexico)

Video interactive installation that ponders on the morbid curiosity of the audience, its necessity and
fascination for looking, voyeurism and the use of internet media in this context. It displays a visual reality
built from the most viewed videos from YouTube worldwide. With its promise ‘Broadcast Yourself’, the
portal works as a mirror multiplier, and it is a tool for its users to show, teach, state, remember and even
charm.
The spectator/participant is in any case, the trigger, the catalyst, and who contributes with the variables
that construct the piece, without whom, the video graphic signal has no meaning or structure, only
information flowing with no direction. This proposal intends to present the materialization of information
flow in the network, the use of media and communication networks for the alienation of "infoxicated"
societies. Causing the visual to impact on the real world, or maybe just trying. Does visual reciprocity
exist? Is love mutual when you see me but I'm really not looking at you? Moreover, when what you see is
only what I want to show you?
Video interactive installation that uses computer vision through a Kinect and a search engine application.
It allows participants to interact with the ten most viewed videos from YouTube in real time. Videos are
distributed in tiny projections on a rear projection screen that mimic holes in a wall. This resemblance
invites and triggers interaction. Paradoxically, we cannot fulfill our voyeuristic impulse to get closer
because the size of the projections increases in inverse proportion.

(2010-2013)

Once upon a time there was a mermaid, a mermaid with wings. The mermaid was a daughter of the
river god Aquelaos and the poetry muse Calíope. She led a calm life together with her sisters. Lidia played
the flute, Partenopea the cello and Leucosea devoted herself to literature and songs. As time went by, the
mermaid lost her wings, next she turned blonde, silly, old, and then she became a witch. Also she became
indecent! And in this project she even became a philosopher and therefore bald. But, what really
happened to the mermaid?

SirenaEstereo is an interactive installation using information collected from Twitter, in order to talk about
female stereotypes. In a ludic way, it aims towards a reflection on the meaning of creating stereotypes,
exploring this through the absurd and humorous.
SirenaEstereo is set in an exhibition room as well as on Twitter. Both are connected and they change each
other through the intervention of a participant. An application is projected in the exhibition room, where a
sort of "pod" represents users of Twitter that have launched tweets with proposed stereotypes. This kind
of “ecosystem” is completed by the use of a symbolic character: the mermaid. A mythological figure that
initially lacked negative connotations but through history were attributed various negative ones. She
represents the woman. For both, the fish and the mermaid, the proposed aesthetics ensue from the
appropriation of animated internet gifs.

The participant can interact with them and by doing so observe those tweets that contain stereotypes.
Also, the participant's interaction can send a response towards Twitter: a retweet (RT). But this
intervention is not pure, sent RT is modified by the application which substitutes the stereotype by its
“supposed opposite”, originating illogical and funny phrases.
So, one could say sirenaEstereo is a RT machine, part of an experiment, a metaphor. But that it above all is
a caricature of a caricature; describing what we do when we create stereotypes. If SirenaEstereo can make
us laugh at ourselves and make us understand how irrational it is to create stereotypes, in this case
concerning women, the initial project objective is achieved.

http://twitter.com/sirenaestereo

HYBRIS (2013)

Set of works where the act of seeing is analyzed as a political complaint. The uses and misuses of collective
lies, social promises, our rights being denied over and over again, all they are shown in an infinite loop. A
dialogue between the people and their leaders, which first is transferred to TV and then to the network
and in this process gives and takes power to the masses. Does people power over their rulers? Or this
interaction is a dumb circus ritual?

1: VIDEÍTO MANDA
(Video rules)

"Despite the digital revolution and opening we live today, it is surprising the short number of vladivideos
could be found in the network. On Youtube there are a few, but their number is negligible when it is
compared with the amount of videos that have been broadcast on television in the early 2000s. It is a fact:
the vladivideos have been guarded in inaccessible spaces for civil society." Content platform La Mula, 2012
September 14, 2000, begins the fall of the Fuji-Montesinista dictatorship with the transmission of the first
"vladivideo". The phrase “videíto manda” (“video rules”) was created. A video and a journalist against
Fujimontesinista machinery of one decade and its mute courtesan press. Nowadays is the promise that
social networks offer so important than that video-report? A remake of that historical moment, through
the use of technology we turn in to this journalist, a poetic act with which we try to recover our visual
memory.
Video interactive installation. One video channels is projected. Randomly one Vladivideo is chosen from
Youtube portal. If a participant enters in detection area of the piece then an application counts time as
long as the person looks. Equivalent number of responses will be sent to the network. In this seen the act
of seeing is equivalent to REPORT.

2: ¿EN QUE FRAME SE JODIÓ EL PERÚ? (In which frame Peru was fucked?)

Two channels, two political speeches randomly chosen from the network, year no matter. Both candidates
(even the same candidate) promise and expose their lies. Always the same, they offer our rights again and
again.
Participants work as player device. Play, stop, pause. It creates the illusion that people have control over
the lies that are that are being displayed. As in real life where we feel we have control of our leaders
because we vote. A liar needs a hearing, a symbiotic relationship to perpetuate the deception.

DIÁLOGOS (Dialogues, 2010)
Cecilia Vilca (Peru) & Luna Donat (Spain)

“A good wine is like a good movie: lasts a moment and leaves you in the
mouth a taste of glory, is new in every sip and, like movies, is born and
reborn in every taste." Federico Fellini

Those who speak are fragments of films that left a significant trace to us. They are two subconscious
talking. Video channels controlled by programming. Diálogos is about cinema and emotions. Random
choices that generate massive amounts of possible combinations make this piece always alive.
Video installation that shows two video channels controlled by programming. Randomly fragments of
movies are chosen. Film clips have variable durations because they have been cut off so that they could be
understandable for a person who had not seen the full movie. In the process they were spontaneously
categorized and they showed that in despite of its different origin all of them have something in common,
the reference to universal subjects. As usual in any dialogue, we talk about the same topic or not. And if
we coincide we underline this moment.

DYSPRAXIA (2010)
Alberto Jiménez & Rocío Márquez (Spain) & Cecilia Vilca (Peru)

Virtual environment designed for children 7-11 years with dyspraxia, this is a disturbance in the
development manifested by a difficulty in handling the body, space and time. Dyspraxia is also known as
"clumsy child syndrome". Training and motivation through mobility practices with creative results. Beauty
of the error and the scale of difficulty. An environment in which physical laws are regulated (difficulty
level) according to the motor difficulties of children with dyspraxia. Sudden movements generate smooth
movements, absence of mistake, quick results.

PATA LIEBRE (2010)
Cecilia Vilca (Perú) Anna Fontanet (España)
Constanza Velasco (Chile) Helio Santos (Mexico)

Interactive table of fetishes that creates regions over a sublimated
body in order to transform and distort it. Audio and video
intervention in real time through interaction areas of the table.

